We present a new method for feature preserving mesh simplification based on feature sensitive (FS) metric. Previous quadric error based approach is extended to a high-dimensional FS space so as to measure the geometric distance together with normal deviation. As the normal direction of a surface point is uniquely determined by the position in Euclidian space, we employ a two-step linear optimization scheme to efficiently derive the constrained optimal target point. We demonstrate that our algorithm can preserve features more precisely under the global geometric properties, and can naturally retain more triangular patches on the feature regions without special feature detection procedure during the simplification process. Taking the advantage of the blow-up phenomenon in FS space, we design an error weight that can produce more suitable results. We also show that Hausdorff distance is markedly reduced during FS simplification.
Introduction
Simplification of meshes with arbitrary topology plays an important role in digital geometry processing. It is a basis for multiresolution representation, data reduction, real-time rendering or even as a pre-processing stage for segmentation and data fitting. 3D acquisition techniques such as laser scanning produce more and more complex polygonal models, but over millions of triangles are not always needed in most graphics systems. Many applications require a trade-off between efficiency and realism to achieve interactivity. The issues become to reduce complexity of triangular mesh on the premise of less deviation to the original model.
The early methods including clustering and decimation may preserve neither topology nor visual quality [1] . Garland and Heckbert [2] provided a Quadric Error Metric (QEM) based edge-contraction algorithm that generally produces better result. It has been widely used due to its efficiency and accuracy, and there exist quite a lot of improved implementations in different situations.
The key of QEM algorithm is to find an error metric as the cost function at each vertex, and the vertex pair which has the minimum cost is contracted at each iteration step. However, because this error measurement is solely based on the Euclidian distance between geometric positions, simplification may preserve geometric features only to a certain extent, i.e., it just produces slightly more triangles in feature regions than planar ones. Consider a parameterization to a feature sensitive space, simplified mesh will get sparse at features but dense at smooth region. An intuitive expectation is to provide a scheme that automatically retains more patches for features. Furthermore, we expect simplified control points near the original feature line. Based on similar ideas, much work has been done to improve the retaining rate of the geometric details by introducing new error arguments.
To obtain new error metric related to features, many researches employ a recognition procedure, or simply re-computing and adding several different types of error matrices to form a single cost function at every iteration step [3] [4] [5] . It may cause more complexity during the simplification process.
Generally, human visual system is more sensitive to the curved parts, including the boundary, crease, corner etc. Therefore, it is natural to use the changing degree of surface unit normal such as curvature, to quantize the local feature sensitivity. Notice that position and normal information are individual to a point in three-dimensional Euclidian space. Based on the idea of image manifold [6] , Lai et al. [7] map each point in R 3 into a six-dimensional image with a non-negative w indicating feature sensitivity, so that a point in FS space will be in the form of (p, wn). [8] also proves that the area size in FS space is directly related to the local curvature properties. In addition, mapping to FS space could produce a blow-up phenomenon at sharp features such as creases and corners according to the user requirements. Detected feature lines will be expanded to the surface area in R 6 to adjust the mesh density in FS space. Thus, using FS metric, it can naturally increase the quality in feature regions, without the necessity of explicitly detecting sharp features (Fig.1) . The usefulness of FS metric has been demonstrated in the applications of remeshing [7] , mesh segmentation [9] , surface fitting [8] , and feature extraction and classification [7] . from [7] ).
In this paper, we present a novel mesh simplification based on a feature sensitive metric, for efficiently simplifying polygonal meshes with a new quadric error function defined in feature sensitive space. This method extends classical QEM to a constraint highdimensional space with specific rule for singular situations. Experimental results demonstrated that our approach can naturally allocates more patches to the feature regions, without complicated procedure for feature detection. We also proposed a weight scheme to resemble the blow-up phenomenon that is described in [8] . With the proper preferences, this algorithm will strongly improve the visualization quality with lower Hausdorff distances.
In Section 2 we review the previous work about mesh simplification, and describe their differentia to our algorithm. Then the new scheme for our FS mesh is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the optimization method to preserve singular situations at boundaries and blow-up. Experimental results are shown in Section 5 and the conclusions and remarks on future work are given in Section 6.
Related Work
To preserve features during the simplification, we have chosen to design a pair-contraction based method. The main issue then becomes to define cost priority and selection of optimizing target position that produce minimum error.
• QEM Garland and Heckbert [2] defined the error metric as the sum of squared distance from a given point to its corresponding plane. This can be easily converted into a quadrics matrix form. Therefore the error function was constructed as: η(v) = v T Qv. Positions that have the smallest η(v) then become contraction target point for a pair. In addition, η(v) should be sorted ascending into a heap so as to determine the contraction order.
• Preserving Features QEM method can preserve position information well with efficiency than the previous simplification method. However, the error metric of QEM is based only on positions but not for the curvature or the variation of colors and texture. Having taken note of this, a lot of work has been proposed over how to enrich the definition of the error metric with the other information. Garland and Heckbert [2] introduce surface attribute and convert the mesh into a high-dimensional space that is constructed by the positions and colors, then they measure the distance from an n-dimensional point to corresponding n-D hyperplane. Hoppe [3] extended this method to a higher-dimensional space that may combine information including normal, color and texture coordinates. He projected each point into attribute space for measurement. This is equivalent to construct a combined error metric. In addition, Cohen et al. [10] designed a texture coordinate related simplification approach that reduces the distortion for texture mapped models. Since then, the research about feature preserve contraction has become to propose a new combination of the error matrices, such as [4 -5] . Moreover some direct methods such as [11] are proposed to preserve feature as the user specifies by UI input. Garland [12] summarized the method based on high-dimensional space and extends to arbitrary manifold. In addition, attribute analysis is also introduced in order to preserve pre-detected features such as [4,13 -14] . Based on the exactly extracted feature lines, these methods extended QEM into a weighted quadric metric, vertices close to feature line get a large weight so that they are hard to eliminate. Moreover, rather than finding a local minimization in [2 -3, 12] , [15] proposed a variational approach to computing the simplified mesh under global optimization method, in which the metric in [2] was extended to processing mesh normals. This method is good to capture anisotropy and also to reduce the geometric errors.
Simplification in FS Space
In this section, we will discuss the details of our proposed algorithm. The overall pipeline of the algorithm is first presented. Quadric error matrix extended in FS space is then discussed in detail. We finally give an algorithm to compute the optimized position. Since position and normal at each vertex is not freely separated, we introduce an optimization based algorithm to find the optimal vertex position in replace of an contracted edge.
Algorithm Overview
QEM based method is generally a "SelectionContraction" iteration process. In three-dimensional Euclidian space, quadric metric that indicate the sum of squared distance from a space point to its correlative adjacent plane can be converted into a 4 × 4 symmetric matrix under homogeneous coordinates. It is in fact the discrete form of TDM (Tangent Distance Minimization) from the space point to the vertex of the current valid pair.
In FS space, we describe a six-dimensional vector as v i = (p i , wn i ), where p i and n i indicate its position and normal in R 3 respectively, while w is the feature sensitivity weight as defined in the previous section. Its error matrix Q i is then extended to a 6 × 6 symmetric matrix. Following the principle proposed in [2] , the matrix form of discrete squared tangent-point distance in FS space
is defined to be the contraction error for each vertex v i , and the cost of the k-th contraction (
In order to preserve feature more precisely, the best choice to derive contraction target point is to find an optimal vertexv that minimizes the error function ξ k (v). Notice that ξ k (v) is now an energy function defined in FS space, the main difference to R 3 is that optimization in FS space is in fact a constrained optimization problem. In Subsection 3.2, we introduce an efficient constraint iteration scheme to fast obtain the optimized target point under FS error metric. Now we could give a summary of our FS simplification algorithm as follows. Selection of valid pairs have been done during initialization and the selection rules are similar as described in [2] . As we map unit normal vector for each vertex with a non-negative w, in order to produce uniform effects for this quantity on different models, we simply fitted all models into a unit cube before FS mapping, and rescale back after the simplification. In this paper, we set w = 0.03 expect for specific statement. Note that the input mesh is a polygonal mesh mapped to FS space. It may have blow-up phenomenon about feature line [8] . This may cause some singular problem during the process because they have identical position vector in R 3 . The treatments for blow-up region are discussed in Section 4.
Derive Quadric Matrix in FS Space
Definition of the cost function is a pacing factor for visual effect. It is noticed that a mesh in FS space is actually a 2-manifold embed in R 6 . FS space is therefore a non-free form space that is constrained by the geometric properties and topology in three-dimensional Euclidian space. Because the input model is existing in R 3 in essence, operations in FS space must satisfy the space restriction. Error measurements is then defined from R 6 to original R 3 . Previous works have chosen to use the discrete approximation of the tangent plane at a mesh vertex. Here we map the planes of the triangles that meet at the original vertex in R 3 onto a 2-d hyperplane embed in R 6 to approximate the corresponding tangent space. The contraction cost is then defined by the squared distance between the space point and that 2-d hyperplane.
As we have three given points lying on the triangle that are mapped from R 3 , one can always get two edge vectors e 1 and e 2 in R 6 . Then, for a six-dimensional element v, evaluating the distance to the 2-hyperplane which determined by this triangle is essentially equivalent to finding the nearest point v min in the linear subspace W that is spanned by e 1 and e 2 :
where v t is an arbitrary vertex in W . To this end, we aimed to finding a vector v ⊥ = v − v min − v i which is orthogonal to the linear subspace W with its origin at v i . Let us define a 2 × 6 matrix A = [e 1 e 2 ] T and local coordinates x min on the basis of the subspace, i.e., v min = A T x min + v i . We could now set an equation as:
Solving (3) w.r.t. x min , we derived that
So that
Obviously, K is a 6 × 6 symmetric matrix. Moreover, we also noticed that K is implicitly comprised of the Moore-Penrose inversion of A. Therefore, K can be rewritten as
The squared distance from an arbitrary vertex v in FS space to the subspace W is now established as:
Thus the error metric for v i can be easily derived in an additional form:
where Q i is set to be the error matrix of v i . Similar to the previous works, we suggest using homogenous form to represent ε i , thus the updated error of new contract point can simply become an additional form.
Contraction Point Optimization
Edge contraction can be treated as an iteration process. Although we can simply choose the target position as v i , v j or their midpoint, to preserve geometric details as much as possible, the best choice is to estimate an optimized location that minimizes the six-dimensional quadric error with the geometric constraint in R 3 . method [12] .
Note that in FS space, vertex is combined by its position and weighted normal in R 3 . Once a position in R 3 has been set, the attached normal vector will be uniquely determined by its local geometry. Due to this restriction, solving the minimization problem directly in FS space without constraint may lead to unexpectable result (see Fig.3 ). Therefore we propose an iteration scheme with linear search and an initial guess v i = (p i , ωn i ) to derive a constrained optimization target point in FS space. The flowchart of this optimization procedure is shown in Fig.4 . In case we obtain an optimized position p i with a fixed normal n i , the corresponding normal n i for this local optimization position could be derived by its local geometry.
Notice that as the step factor t can strictly reduce the quadric error during each iteration step, the optimization is guaranteed to be a convergent procedure. To assign an initial value, we get optimized p i+1 under fixed n mid that derived from the average of two original normals. The corresponding normal vector n i+1 is then evaluated by the revised local geometry. According to Subsection 3.1, cost function is defined to be a quadratic form, so that searching between initial point and optimized point is a linear problem. In our experiments, we have found out that most iteration will be done within 2∼4 times. Fig.5 shows the results using linear search iteration in different times, searching within 4 times provides acceptable effects. 
Additional Details to Geometric Optimization
In this section, we give further details to some steps of the pipeline, including dealing with blow-up regions, and the post cleaning operation.
Error Weights for Blow-Up Regions
It is claimed that the input of our algorithm is a polygonal mesh in FS space. In the theory of featuresensitive geometry processing, one can generate blowup regions for sharp feature when the inner product of two face normals is greater than a user defined threshold, so as to possess further area in parameter domain [8] . Such blow-up points which have identical positions but dissimilar normal directions in R 6 are essentially the same in the three-dimensional Euclidian space. Simplification without special rules may result in unexpectable mistake about feature region. As described in [8] , blow-up phenomenon expand the area of features in parameter domain, so that the result of parametrization is well improved. However, as the more we assign feature sensitivity, the more points would be generated in FS space. In Fig.6 , blow-up vertices explicitly decompose the variation of the normal direction on creases and corners. It means that vertices in feature regions in FS space have tiny difference only at the coefficients related to normal direction. When a vertex on sharp feature is decomposed into several new points in FS space, features will get flatter than their preimage in R 3 , so that contraction error in blow-up regions will be extremely small. This indicates that sharp features which have been blown will get top priority in the error heap. To avoid this, the number of blow-up vertex have to be constrained. We have found out that most feature vertices can at most be decomposed into two or three 6D points, and the improvement under this strategy could be ignored. This may lose the advantages of both the error metric in FS space and blow-up phenomenon.
For this reason, a specific rule that simulates the effect of blow-up scheme is designed. The basic idea is to change the contraction cost function into a weighted quadric error rather than veritably expands the features into several blow-up points which are identical in R 3 . The weighted quadric error is then defined as: ξ k = η k ξ k where η denotes the number of vertices that the current vertex will be expanded to. We firstly launch a shrink-back procedure during initialization to ensure there is no degenerated edge in R 3 . The blow-up weight is then directly inherited from the blow-up rule in [8] as follows.
1) If a vertex v is neither labeled as edge nor corner vertex, we simply set η i = 1.
2) If v lies on the edge which the angle deviation θ of normal vector on either side of the edge is larger than a threshold value θ E (we use π/4 for all models in this paper), this vertex is treated as edge vertex. The corresponding weight is assigned as:
where " · " denotes the ceil operation, θ t is an userspecified step factor means the mesh density in blow-up region.
3) If there are at least three sharp edges meeting at a vertex, this vertex is treated as a corner. Moreover, a cone-like vertex is also labeled as corner if the sum of the angle of one-ring neighboring triangles is less than 2π cos θ C , where θ C is the corner threshold, we use π/12 in this paper. Blow-up weight for corners is then defined as:
where η k is the weight of the k-th neighbor vertex of the corner v. For simplicity, we do not allow the existence of the two adjacent corners. Once it occurs, we use a dummy point between them and simply set it as an edge point.
According to the above rules, Ση i is obvious with the same amount of vertices at the blow-up region in FS space. So this rule will not lose the significance of blowup phenomenon. To ensure that contraction point is a local minimum under FS error metric, blow-up weights should not be taken into account in the optimization. In other words, η only influences the priority of the elements in error heap.
The rule for updating error cost of contraction point v is also improved. For a vertex pair with at most one blow-up vertex, new weight is set to be the average of η i , η j , so that new error cost equivalent to the general cases. For a pair containing two vertices that the corresponding weights are all greater than 1, new weight for target point is updated to η i + η j , so that error cost actually becomes (η j + η j )(ξ i + ξ j ), meaning that when an edge containing two feature vertices is contracted, the optimized contraction position is an abstraction of the current feature region, so it should be more difficult to simplify.
Although this procedure extract feature naively, we found this strategy gives further improvement to FS metric based method. Results in Fig.2 demonstrates the effectiveness of this method.
Preserving and Post Cleaning
Open boundaries require additional constraint during the optimization process. For a contraction containing boundary points v b , linear search for optimization point is constrained in the plane that is spanned by two boundary edges intersecting at v b . For simplicity, we search the optimized boundary point along the boundary line which consists of v bleft , v b and v bright . We test face-flipping after target point optimization. In case that flipping occurred, we use a penalty multiple to increase their contraction cost. In our experiments, we always use 3 for penalty.
Because this algorithm is based on a feature sensitive metric, sharp features will hold more triangular patches but less triangles to represent planar regions. In many cases, remaining triangles get narrower than another QEM based method. For very few triangles that consist of planar points and near-feature points, it may become narrow or degenerated triangles through the optimization under FS error metric. Consider that narrow triangles may give instabilities to the follow-up processing, we employ an edge-flipping (as Fig.7) treatment to remove degenerated triangles if it satisfies the inequality as:
where k = 0, 1, 2, τ is a small positive floating number less than 1 (we set as 10 −4 ). Obviously, this treatment does not alter the amount of remaining faces.
Results and Discussions
We have proposed a feature sensitive simplification approach running in FS space. We have implemented this method to investigate with widely used quadric error based simplification framework, QSlim. We compare the results form the visual qualities and statistical analysis of the produced errors (in Fig.8 ). All test models has distinct feature regions including creases, corners and boundaries as in Figs. 2, 9, 10 and 11, these results demonstrated our method can preserve feature more precisely.
For a simplified mesh, remaining vertices on the planar regions can be treated as redundancy. We have the first impression with Fig.9 that our algorithm retains more patches on the feature region to eliminate the redundant information. To quantize this ability, many criteria can be met, such as [16 -17] . In this paper we just use the well-known two-sided Hausdorff distance measurement tool, Metro, as designed in [17] for evaluating mesh quality, to compare the similarity between simplified and original models. In addition, because our algorithm is defined in FS space, we also measure a six-dimensional Hausdorff distance that is defined to be the Euclidian distance from an FS space point to a embedded two-dimensional triangle patch, in order to deal with the effectiveness of error optimization in FS space. To avoid ambiguities we call the Hausdorff distance defined in R 3 and R 6 as geometric error and FS error (or distance) respectively. Fig.8 shows some quantified results during experiments with simplification of Lucy model. We observed that FS metric based method produces a significant improvement on geometric error than QSlim. That is, as the traditional quadric errors are not defined in a feature-isotropic space, distortions may be caused when a large data reduction occurred. If we apply the algorithm to simplify massive meshes, tiny errors will accumulate with the increasing of reduction percentage during the simplification process (see Fig.8(a) ). Although we calculate optimized solution for contraction at each step, this may still introduce some adverse effects on the visual quality. We know that Hausdorff distance defined in R 3 indicates max geometric error between two given models, and large errors are caused when the edge containing feature point is collapsed. Intuitively, human vision system is sensitive to contours and sharp regions. As shown in Fig.8(d) , our method preserves the contour of Lucy model and then naturally assigns more triangular patches on the regions with large normal variations. This effect is useful especially when we take a large reduction rate. For this reason, FS method provided preferable results, and, as more feature points are retained, geometric error is greatly reduced compared with QSlim as shown in Fig.8(a) . Moreover, we also interested in the Hausdorff distances in FS space. In Fig.8(b) , we found that statistical results did not provide remarkable contrast in different stages, but FS method got a steadier error curve and is well constrained under 20%. This is reasonable because the optimization discussed in Section 3 did not make a globally optimized solution, but a constrained local minimum. However, as these constrained-optimized points are derived with an userspecified threshold value uniformly, the overall FS error can be kept within a bound.
In another similar result shown in Fig.9(a) , we found that FS method provides a dense approximation for facial features but large triangles on the planar regions like forehead and cheeks. Fig.9 (b) also shows that more patches are assigned and retained on the sharp features, but fewer samples are remained on the planar regions under the same reduction rate. This effect is useful for a smooth shading effect on important regions.
In Subsection 4.1, we described the benefits of blowup phenomenon to parametrization. Here we discuss the effects of this strategy in mesh simplification. As we mentioned, blow-up strategy is a naive feature extraction that simply inspects the angular distance between two adjacent face normals. Although some feature extraction based method as [14] provides robust and convincing results, they still have to compute distance from each vertex of the mesh to the nearest feature point to set global costs. So, result quality of feature extraction based method depends on the quality of extracted feature line. Then, one may spend much time to select an appropriate argument for different input models in different detection scales. The advantage of blow-up weight strategy is that it is quite simple and easy to compute. Instead of tracking an exact feature line, the definition of blow-up weight aims to simulate a uniform point sampling in FS space, and, as we saw in Figs. 2 and 10, this strategy can give a noticeable improvement to a flat FS metric based approach. Those results show that details on the ears of the horse and facial features on the Leopard model may be thrown off instead of remaining during QSlim procedure. It is clearly shown that FS method produces more suitable results for global features especially on head and claws. However, we noticed that some unimportant features like joints and legs have taken excessive patches over simplified model rather than assigned on the head (Fig.2 bottom) , because joints may consist of many small triangles in original model so that the geometric variance near the joints may be larger than which is on the head. Similarly, eyes were also eliminated on the simplified Leopard model. Although for textured models, these results derived by standard FS method are sufficient for most applications. One may still prefer to get a more compact abstraction that preserve most of main facial features. To achieve this goal, we may introduce the blow-up weight strategy. Fig.2(d) and Fig.10(d) show the results produced by weighted FS method. For the same number of remaining triangles and blow-up arguments, facial features are approximated by more patches but little on legs and tails. Visual effects for both models got good enhancements. These results have demonstrated our weight strategy is effective and easy to use. It is useful when users have to face to a large database. It is noticed that having more triangles on features means remaining less on the planar regions. The more features are remained, the larger the error will be introduced in planar regions. On the other hand, QEM method uses a geometric error-driven greedy optimization, all the target vertex is derived under least-squared sense, so that to deal with RMS (Root Mean Squared) errors, FS method does not provide remarkable improvement. Table 1 lists error comparisons for all example models used in this paper, with its remaining rate correspondingly. We see that for FS methods, most RMS errors are smaller, but QSlim outperforms occasionally. On the other hand, for weighted FS method, though most of remaining feature points are preserved, RMS error may still exceed QSlim because the planar regions are approximated by the triangles that are even larger than a flat FS method. But we claim that as FS methods get much lower maximum errors, FS methods make much better outputs for visual effect. So these results are much more useful than those derived by QSlim. Another example of HappyBudda model is shown in Fig.11 . The corresponding errors are also listed in Table 1 . We see that although QSlim outperforms our method on RMS error, features (marked as green color in Fig.11(a) ) are preserved much better by FS. When the blow-up weight is applied, details of remaining features are superior to flat FS method.
It is notable that reasonable arguments for feature sensitivity will give different distributions of triangles for simplified mesh. Fig.12 shows a series of simplified Ateneam models with different w in ascending order. We see the facial features are approximated by further patches under larger weights. However, large weight may cause too large distortions on planar regions. When w is upgraded to 0.3, though the details of eyes and mouth are preserved well, the overall appearance of facial form becomes unacceptable.
Although our inception is focused on the accuracy but is not efficiency during simplification, we are still concerned about performance. A direct speculation is that, as FS methods take more dimensions into account, and iterate at each step, we have to cost more time than QEM method. We implemented our method and QSlim is also integrated into the same testing framework, comparing the performance for both methods on a laptop with Intel Duo 2.5 GHz processor and 2 GB main memory. Table 2 shows the comparison results for each model used in this paper. Our approach costs around double times than QSlim in most cases. This is an limitation of FS method that there exists a tradeoff between appearance, speed and interactivity, but it is still faster than some other appearance preserving based method like [15] , that is mentioned as three to twenty times slower than QEM. For fair comparison, we do not introduce any special scheme for acceleration, so there are quite a lot strategies which can be employed for further improvement, e.g., using vertex heap rather than edge heap [18] . The performance of FS method is also related to the input quality, for the reason that a complex model may bring more iteration steps. We have presented a new simplification algorithm based on FS metric. According to the constraint conditions, we construct error metric by using the sum of the squared distance from a 6D point to its corresponding two-dimensional hyperplane rather than in R 3 . Moreover, we employed a constrained optimization to acquire contraction target point which satisfies the geometric constraint on normal directions, this strategy may also be combined with other normal-geometry related cases. Experimental results demonstrated that this algorithm can preserve feature more precisely under the global geometry, and then naturally retain more patches on the feature regions without special feature recognitions during the simplification process.
Taking the advantage of blow-up phenomenon in FS space, our method can produce more suitable result and high visual quality on feature regions.
However, as we have known that the tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy has become the bottleneck to simplification, feature sensitive simplification with the high-performance computing technology may become a significative research topic.
